WILLIAM NOVAK’S ESSAY IS PROVOCATIVE in the best sense of the term: it challenges us to rethink what we thought we knew about the American state. It is bold in conception and execution, as Novak ranges across the entire span of U.S. history and brings to bear on his topic remarkable erudition and a penetrating intelligence. I can think of few other works on the state that are grounded in such a comprehensive knowledge of relevant literatures, not just the critical works of theory, history, and historical sociology but also the illuminating work of American pragmatism and jurisprudence. In developing a critique of interpretations that stress the American state’s chronic weakness, Novak also asks profound questions about how it is we study states, and what measures we use to determine whether a state is strong or weak. This line of inquiry leads him to reconceptualize how states exercise their power, and to insist that the true power of the American state can be grasped only if we shift our attention from what sociologist Michael Mann has called the “despotic” power of governments to their “infrastructural” reach.

Novak not only refines our conceptual approach to the problematic of state power but also begins the historical-empirical task of identifying the institutions and practices through which the American state expanded its infrastructural reach across the past two centuries. He takes note in particular of the sprawling and intensely localistic structure of American government, a characteristic that enabled the state to make its presence felt in the most remote stretches of the nation; the dense systems of courts, clerks, and police forces that inserted state power into the daily lives of countless Americans in the most mundane but nevertheless influential ways; and the success of the American state in extending its authority by enlisting the private sector to achieve public aims.

To these examples of infrastructural power that Novak discusses, we might add others. I have in mind in particular the increase these last seventy-five years in the technologies of public knowledge that the American state has at its disposal and through which it has augmented its infrastructural influence. In addition to gathering census data, which it has been doing since 1790, the state enmeshes itself in the lives of its citizens through complex systems of taxation, social security, selective service, and affirmative action that both extract knowledge (and in the case of taxation, money) and shape identities. To take just one example: the ubiquitous ethno-racial classification system that affirmative action has spawned has profoundly organized how we think about American workplaces, universities, and, indeed, ourselves as a
nation.1 To speak about technologies of state knowledge in this way brings to mind the work of James Scott and Michel Foucault, and indeed, Novak’s essay might have benefited from a discussion of how Mann’s theory of infrastructural power is similar to or different from Scott’s notion of “seeing like a state” and Foucault’s vision of individuals in modern societies caught in powerful force fields of public and private knowledge.2 Nevertheless, for anyone interested in thinking in new ways about how the American state exercises its power, Novak has mapped a rich terrain for future study.

Novak has also infused his exploration with moral passion, as he seeks to awaken readers to the political danger of insisting that the United States is home to a weak state. How can anyone continue to indulge this myth in light of the power that the American state exercises in the world today? “Coming to terms with the historical rise of the mechanisms of legal, political, economic, corporate, and technological power,” Novak argues, will lead to a long-overdue reckoning with American global hegemony and empire.

It may be, however, that Novak’s concern with America’s current status as world hegemon leads the essay somewhat astray. There is a tendency in the essay to treat America’s surge toward global power as the working out of a perpetually aggrandizing and power-seeking state. I am not convinced that America’s imperial status today should be interpreted as destiny already manifest in American state-building in the earliest years of the republic. If we accept Mann’s contention that all successful modern states exercise infrastructural power, then we have to concede that the existence of infrastructural power alone cannot explain why one state has become so powerful in world affairs. And while the United States has possessed a militaristic and imperialist streak since its early years, apparent in its nineteenth-century expansion across the North American continent, the defeat of rival empires, and the seizing of land that had belonged to Native Americans and Mexico, this “gunfighter nation” was not the same as the “garrison state” that would emerge during the Cold War and that would enforce a Pax Americana on a sizable part of the world.3

To merge the gunfighter nation and garrison state into one story ignores, among other things, the historical vigor of anti-imperialist movements in the United States, movements that helped to ensure that America’s formal empire in the early twentieth century would be far smaller than the empires of rival imperialist powers such as Great Britain, Germany, France, and Japan. And it overlooks, too, the deep and longstanding antipathy in the U.S. toward what formal empire requires: a large professional army. On the eve of the Spanish-American War (1898), the U.S. Army consisted of barely 25,000 troops. It ballooned into the millions during World War
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I, of course, but by 1923 it had been reduced to 130,000, the level at which it hovered until the eve of World War II. A fundamental change in the history of American attitudes toward a standing army came only at the end of World War II, when the outbreak of the Cold War impelled American policymakers to insist that the safety of the free world demanded that a sizable part of the military machine that the U.S. had built in World War II be maintained indefinitely. Thus did a large military become a permanent feature of American life, spanning the forty-three years of the Cold War (1946–1989) and, after what now looks like a 1990s interlude of relative peace, continuing with a War on Terror that has no foreseeable end.

My point is that any history of the American leviathan must recognize the changes that the Cold War, or what we might call the “era of permanent war,” ushered in. The post-1945 period made a prophet of Randolph Bourne, and of his declaration that “war is essentially the health of the State.”永久战争触发了对中央政府的权力的重大流动，不仅在军事工业综合体的兴起中显而易见，也在美国福利国家的发展中显现，这通常归功于新政。它还促成了对国家安全和监视的权威的加强，以及随之而来的联邦政府的加强。关于“帝国总统”和“统一总统”的理论是这种永久战争时代的产品。而当这些增长的中央政府权力在结构元素和政治野心中得到加强时，其推动之力就是马恩所称的专制主义。在永久战争的时期，这些侵犯对共和国的生命构成了更大的威胁，因为这种战争的开始和结束是明确的。

Taking note of the war-fed power of the American leviathan in the years after 1945 certainly underscores Novak’s point about how problematic it can be to adhere to the myth of the weak American state. But it also cautions us against advancing an argument for this state’s unrelenting strength as a substitute for the older argument about its chronic weakness. The strength of the U.S. state today has resulted as much from specific historical events and circumstances such as war as from enduring structural characteristics and political ambitions that were always pushing this state toward strength. We should resist, then, the teleological tendency to read the current power of the U.S. state back to the beginnings of the American Republic.

If we treat the pre-1945 period of state-building on its own terms, the argument about the inherent strength of the American state becomes a more difficult one to make. Let me take two examples that Novak brings to our attention regarding struc-

tures that he sees as contributing to the strength of the American state but that I see as sources of both state strength and state weakness: first, the broad distribution of jurisdictional power, and second, the public/private character of many state formations in the United States. By broad distribution of power, Novak means the multiplicity of centers of public authority in the U.S. The figures that he marshals—for example, the nearly 90,000 distinct governmental units that make up the American state—are indeed stunning.

Novak is right to be impressed by the success of this system of “horizontal” rule in establishing its legitimacy across a large terrain, much of it thinly populated, and to take note of the importance of America’s system of law in overcoming the fragmentation that one would expect such a complex and overlapping set of jurisdictions to generate. Through law, the United States devised a system of rule that was on the one hand local. On the other hand, the countless local legal jurisdictions and courts were integrated into a chain of legal command that ran directly to a national court that, by the late nineteenth century, was recognized by virtually everyone in America as supreme. A quarter-century ago, Stephen Skowronek recognized the indispensability of a “state of courts” to containing the centrifugal forces in American society. Novak is correct to insist on the accuracy of this insight, and on the need to go beyond it by making the history of what he calls the legal or jural state central to a history of American political development.

In other respects, however, the jurisdictional sprawl of American governance, what we used to call federalism, generated weaknesses that were not so easily overcome. The power of the states endured far longer in American history than many have realized. Sometimes these states, within their jurisdictions, themselves became models of what strong governments could do—a subject Novak wrote about eloquently in his book *The People’s Welfare*. But at other times, these states frustrated the legislative ambitions of the central state. This was true, for example, of the New Deal period (1930s and 1940s), often thought to have constituted a revolution in governance that shifted power decisively from the states to the federal government. As a result, the federal government is finally thought to have implemented the kind of strong central-state policies that progressives had long dreamed about: regulating capital and labor markets, establishing an extensive welfare state, deepening the progressivity of tax policies, and deploying fiscal and monetary measures to manage the business cycle.

The New Deal state did indeed undertake important initiatives in each of these areas, making this moment one of the most successful in American history in terms of imposing public regulation on private market forces. But the careful work that historians and social scientists have done on these New Deal policies across the last generation reveals that, at almost every turn, the ambitions of central-state planners were frustrated by the power and the conservatism of individual states. Congress wrote Social Security and other welfare and relief legislation in such a way as to give individual states effective control over the amount of federal money that would be
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spent on welfare within their jurisdictions. With regard to other important New Deal–era legislation, such as the GI Bill of 1944, Congress insisted that critical decisions regarding who would be eligible for benefits and through which educational and commercial institutions the benefits would flow should also be left up to the individual states. One can interpret these policy decisions, of course, to be indicative of “state strength,” if by that we mean the enduring power of the individual states themselves. But I interpret the import of these policies differently. Quite a number of states, especially in the South, used the autonomy granted them by national welfare legislation to weaken central state policies, either by limiting the number of beneficiaries (through racial exclusions, for example) or by diverting substantial sums of federal monies meant for welfare programs into the pockets of party loyalists and supporters. In most periods, the American welfare state has been weaker than its West European counterparts, and the fragmentation of jurisdictional authority between the central government and the states has played a role in making it so.8

We might offer a similar critique of Novak’s analysis of the public-private character of state formations in the United States. His emphasis on the interpenetration of public and private spheres as a mode of American governance is a major contribution to our understanding of the American state and the mechanisms of its rule; it opens up a new and vital field of inquiry. But I am less convinced than Novak that explorations of public-private interpenetration will always point in the direction of state strength. He focuses on two dimensions of the public-private relationship. The first is the use by the state of private organizations to achieve its ends, as it did, for example, in regard to internal improvements. Throughout the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, governments extended public infrastructure by giving corporations charters or grants of eminent domain to build bridges, canals, railroads, aqueducts, roads, and airports. The second dimension of the public-private relationship on which Novak concentrates is the state’s ability through law to penetrate deeply into and shape the character of civil society. As he rightly points out, the flourishing of capitalism in the United States depended at least in part on the willingness of the state to insert into the heart of civil society a detailed system of rules that governed the chartering of corporations, limited their legal liability, enforced conditions of “free” trade and “free” labor, and (in a strange but influential piece of legerdemain) extended to corporations the privileges and immunities given to individuals under the terms of the Fourteenth Amendment.

Paralleling these efforts in the economic realm were equally influential interventions by the state (and the individual states) into the private realm of marriage and family. Through these latter interventions, the states sought to ensure the triumph of monogamy and heterosexuality, ban interracial marriage, make men the masters of their households, and privilege those who lived in these male-dominated

households by granting them superior tax and welfare benefits. Historically, the state in America has been far more involved in the “private” realms of the economy and family than many apostles of American freedom—and in particular those who celebrate the true American as the individual who has freed himself from state regulation—have usually been willing to acknowledge. Novak is right to interpret these interventions into civil society as indicative of an important kind of state strength.

But there is another dimension of the private-public interpenetration that Novak neglects: the way in which it enabled private interests to use public power for their own purposes. If the corporations that built the transcontinental railroad were assisting the federal state in accomplishing a key infrastructural aim, they were also profiting handsomely from the terms offered them by the government. And even if we judge in this instance that public-private cooperation benefited both public and private parties, we must still reckon with the new era that the building of the transcontinental railroad inaugurated: one of rapid industrialization and urbanization during which private economic interests got fabulously wealthy through their close associations with the state. Any account of the state during the Gilded Age must come to terms with the degree to which private entities feasted legally and illegally on public resources. State and local governments issued lucrative contracts to build infrastructure, and the federal government gave away or sold for a pittance massive amounts of public land and the minerals that underlay them. Private corporations and their representatives penetrated the two mainstream parties and exerted extensive influence over these parties’ deliberations in state legislatures. Political machines eager to keep themselves in power issued contracts for urban construction to the highest bidders, regardless of whether they could do the job, and spun complex webs of bribes and kickbacks. In many cities, the stench from this public corruption in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries became unbearable. Foreign observers of American politics were frequently stunned by what Daniel Rodgers has called the “porosity” of the American political system to private influence.

Other than the Civil War and industrialization itself, there was arguably no more important issue in late-nineteenth-century U.S. politics than the corruption of public institutions by the allied force of party machines and private economic interests. From the Mugwumps through the progressives and beyond (and including some of the pragmatists about whom Novak writes), political reformers invested their energies in movements dedicated to walling off the state from society or to compelling private interests to submit to public ends. But in the United States, this turned out to be a very hard thing to do. The radical nature of electioneering in America—the large numbers of elected officeholders serving in the tens of thousands of jurisdictional entities that Novak has called to our attention and the frequency with which they had to run for office—in combination with the absence of any provision in the Constitution for public financing of electoral campaigns made the institutions that took charge of elections, the political parties, chronically dependent on private fi-
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nancing. And this dependence opened the sluice gates to both private money and private influence on state affairs, even during moments of apparent progressive triumph such as the New Deal.

The New Deal yielded important consequences in terms of empowering the state to enlarge its field of economic and welfare activity and to regulate private power in the public interest. But as Jacob Hacker, Jennifer Klein, and others have argued, such progressive victories almost always invigorated private power, too. Thus, for example, the passage of Social Security in 1935 ignited across the next thirty years a marked expansion in private pension plans, sold to the public as an indispensable supplement to what the state was providing. Hacker shows that this explosive growth in the “private welfare state” depended crucially on incentives the government issued to the providers and holders of pensions (in the form of tax breaks and insurance); in that respect, we can see the hand of Novak’s “strong state” in bringing this private welfare state into being. But Hacker also stresses that “the politics of private social benefits” was “far less visible to the broad public, far more favorable to the privileged, . . . and far more dominated by conservative political actors” than the politics of Social Security itself. In other words, even during a moment of progressive advance (in terms of the provision of public welfare), the U.S. state permitted private interests to burrow deep into the centers of public power.11

Novak might respond that Hacker’s and Klein’s work is actually evidence of the argument he is trying to make about the strength of the American state, given how indispensable the structure of federal incentives was to the spread of the private welfare state. Fair enough. But if this emphasis on the unrelenting strength of the American state costs us an understanding of the vulnerability of this public institution to private influence, then we will have lost more than we will have gained. For all its strength, the American state has exhibited serious weakness: a chronic inability or unwillingness to corral the influence of private money and private power on American politics. Many of those who once imagined the American state as weak were trying to make sense of this institution’s reluctance or inability to discipline markets and corporations in the public interest. To ignore their insights is to imperil our ability to understand key aspects of the U.S. state, and many other issues in American history, too.
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